We study the VLSI-related problem of embedding .graphs in books. A book embedding of a graph G=(V,E) consists.of two parts; namely, (1) an ordering of~along the spine of the book, and (2) an assignment of each ee E to a page of the book, so that edges assigned to the same page do nOt int&sect. In devising an.embedding, one seeks to minimize the number of pages used.
The" embedding of a graph G = (V ,E) in a book consists of two pads. The fIrSt part is an ooJering of V along the spine of the book. The second part is an assignment of each edge e E E to a page of the book, such that if two edges are assigned to the same page, then they do not intersect Given a graph G., the book embedding problem is that of fmding a book embedding of G with the minimum possible number of pages.
The notion of book embedding is useful'in modeling layout problems arising in VLSI design (cf. [CLR] ). Many {;If the basic properties of book embeddings were established in [BK] . In subsequent papers, several authors have investigated various aspects of book embeddings, establishing lower and uppel' bounds on the minimum numbez of pages required to embed some classes of graphs (cf. [CLR,H,R,Yl] ). We note that it is NP-complete to decide whether a given graph G can be embedded in a 2-page book [W,CLR] . Also, given a graph G= (V ,E) , an ordering of V, and an integer k, it is NP-complete to decide whether there is a k -page book embedding of G with the vertices placed on the spine in the specified order [GJMP] . On the other hand, a graph admits aone-page book embedding iff it is outerplanar [BK] , and this property~decidable in linear time [MJ. A generalization of the book embedding problem, called the bl~k/white (blw) book embedding problem, was addressed in [MW] . In the generalized problem, a vertex-neighborhood constraint is imposed on the ordering of the vertices. Define a bl~k/white (blw) graph to be a pair (G ,V) , where G is a graph and V s:; V is a subset of distinguished black vertices (the vertices of V -V are called white). A black/white (blw) booIc embedding ofa blw graph (G ,V) is a book embedding of G, where the vertices of V are placed consecutively. Given a b/w graph (G ,V) , the blw book embedding problem is that of finding a b/w book embedding of (G ,V) , such that the number of pages is minimized. The need for Ww embeddings may arise, for example, when the iriput ports of a multilayer VLSI chip are to be separated from the output ports. Also, in certai~applications extemal wires are used to connect some vertices in~rder to, s~y, meet some connectivity proputy (cf. [BTl) . Putting those vertices consecutively serves to reduce the total wire length, an important consideration in VLSI design.
In [MW] , the authOrs introduced a technique called unfolding for constructing good b/w embeddings.
Using this technique, an algorithm that constructs a one-page b/w embedding of a b/w graph (G ,V) , provided such embedding exists, is developed there. In this paper we prove that every b/w tree admits a two-page b/w embedding. The proof takes the fonn of a linear time algorithm, which uses an extension of the unfolding technique. Combining this algorithm with the one in [MW] results in a linear time algorithm for optimal b/w embedding of trees.
The paper is organized as follows. The fonnal framework is described in Section 2. In Sections 3 we present the algorithm for b/w embedding of any b/w-tree in a two-page book, and discuss its optimality A sumTechnion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0552 -1989 mary is given in Section 4.
The Formal Framework
The following definitions provide a formal framework f(I' the rest of this paper.
A book consists of a spine and a number of pages. The spine of the book is a line. For simple exposition.
view the spine as being horizontal. Each page 'of the book is a half-plane that has the spine as its boundary. Thus.
any half-plane is a I-page book. and a plane with a distinguished horizontal line is a 2-page book. A k-page book embedding of G=(V,E) may be fonnally defined as a pair e=(p.1t). where P is an ordering of V along the spine and 1C is a partition of E into k compatible sets. Each page of the book is said to accommodate one of these compatible sets. An edge accommodated by some page is also said to be assigned to that page.
A k-page blw book embedding of the b/w graph (G .V) is a k-page book embedding of G. say e={p.1C). where the black vertices are consecutive in p.~basic property of book embeddings is that the order of the vertices on the spine can be viewed as a circular order. That is. if e=(p.1t) is a k -page book embedding of G • and P' is a circular permutation of P. then E'=(p'.1t) is also a k-page book embedding of G.
We say that a set of vertices S~V is equally-colored if the vertices of S are all either black or white.
Vertices that are not equally-colored are said to be OPPOsitely-colored. Let G=(V,E) be a graph. A path in G is either a single vertex or a sequence of distinct vertices In [MW] . the 
blw Embeddlna of blw Trees In Two Paaes
As mentioDed in the inuoduction. deciding whether there is a two-page boot embedding of a liven srIpIl is NP-complete. It immediately follows thal the b/w book embedding problem is also NP-complete. On the other hand, one-page b/w embeddabitity of a given b/w graph is decidable in Iine8r time [MW] . These resWb motivate the study of b/w embedding of graph classes that admit efficient one-page (non-blw) bo<* embeddinp.
A natural class to considez in this context is the class of trees £01'], which fonn a basic VLSI int.ereonnectba ·pattern (cf. [BL,Ul) . In this section, we show that every b/w tree admils a two-page b/w embedding. Given a tree T= (V ,E) and ve V. a v-canonical ordering of V -(v) always exist. This follows from the fact that T. being outerplanar, admits a one-page book embedding [BK] , where the underlying vertex ordering can be circularly pennuted so that v is the leftmost/rightmost verte7:. In fact, a v-canonical <Xdering of T can be found in linear time using the algorithm of [M] for recognizing outerplanar graphs.
In theorem 1 below we show that every b/w tree admits a two-page b/w embedding. The proof takes the fonn of an Unfolding-based algorithm that, given a blw tree, produces the claimed embedding by means of unfolding a set of paths. An additional tool used by the algorithm is canonical ordering, defmed above. 
T.
Proof: An algorithm is presented which embeds every b/w tree in a two-page book. Throughout the alg&-rithm, the spine of the book is viewed as an horizontal line. The tree will be viewed as a rooted tree, and the fn vMCX to be embedded will be the root. Black and white v~will be placed by the algorithm to &be left aDd rl,1II of the root, respectively. The two PIlIel used by &be algmthm will be referred to IS the upper PIle aad the lower page.
Infonnally, the algorithm places the vertices in an increasing order of their respective~-depth. The while vertices are placed to the right of the rightmost vertex currently on the spine. Similarly, the bIIICk venioes are placed to the left of the leftmost vertex currently on the spine. The vertices of each depth-! subCree rooted at, say, v are placed in a v-canonical ordering. Edges entering black vertices are assigned to the lower PfIC, and edges entering white vertices are assigned to the upper page. The unfolding technique here is thus applied to the directed paths of T, in such a way that they are nested so that two pages suffice.
Following, is a fonnal description of the algorithm (see' Figure 2 for an example). LetD,,={vf. v~..... v~l. in an increasing order of their spine distance from r. Now. D"+l are exaetl.y the blaclc vertices of the depth-(k+l) subtrees rooted at the vf. namely the subtrees T(vf)= (E(v,'}.V(vf». (vt }-(vt) . Since vt was placed to the right of vl', it follows that E(vf) is nested within E(vt)· Hence, the edges of the depth-(k +1) subtrees are compaU'ble.
We thus conclude that the induction flaim holds for T 1 + 1 , 8&Smning odd k. The claim for even.k is proved symmetrically.
•
The b/w-depth of each vertex of T=(V ,8), hence the depth-k subtrees, lSkS~, can be found in 0 (~E I) time BPS [E] . The canonical ordering of each subtree T(v f )= (E (vf ) , V(yf» can be found in Woe o(IE(vf) I), using the aforementioned algmthm of [M] . Thus, finding the required canonical orderings of all the subtrees is 0 (I E I). It follows that the overall embedding process can be implemented in 0 (I E I)=Q (I V I) time.
We next discusa the optimality of our algmthm. 
I
Using an extension of the unfolding technique introduced in [MW] , we have presented a linear time algorithm for b/w embeddin~of evecy b/w tree in a two-page book. Combining this a!loritbm with the one in [MW] , a-tme.-time algorithm for optimal b/w embedding of crees is obtained. We are cuuendy swdying b/w embedding of outerplanar graphs, wheze the unfolding technique also seems to be useful.
The difference between the basic unfolding technique [MW] and its extension used here is as follows. The basic teclmique involves the unfolding of a carefully-<:hosen single path, such that the rest of tbc graph can be embedded within a small number of pages. In the extended technique the graph is viewed as a set of pstbs that are unfolded in parallel, ensuring that these paths nest poperly within a small number of pages. In general, the choice of abe specific path(s) to unfold depends on graph.in hand. and is a key to the effICient use of unfokting.
The reader interested in this technique is referred to [MW] ; the b/w embedding algorithm developed there 
